A model is presented that treats an earthquake as the failure of asperities in a manner consistent with modern concepts of sliding friction. The mathematical description of the model includes results for elliptical and circular asperities, oblique tectonic slip, static and dynamic solutions for slip on the fault, stress intensity factors, strain energy and second-order moment tensor. The equations that control interaction of asperities are derived and solved both in a quasistatic tectonic mode when none of the asperities are in the process of failing and a dynamic failure mode when asperities are failing and sending out slip pulses that can trigger failure of additional asperities. The model produces moment rate functions for each asperity failure so that, given an appropriate Green function, the radiation of elastic waves is a straightforward calculation. The model explains an observed scaling relationship between repeat time and seismic moment for repeating seismic events and is consistent with the properties of pseudotachylites treated as fossil asperities. Properties of the model are explored with simulations of seismic activity that results when a section of the fault containing a spatial distribution of asperities is subjected to tectonic slip. The simulations show that the failure of a group of strongly interacting asperities satisfies the same scaling relationship as the failure of individual asperities, and that realistic distributions of asperities on a fault plane lead to seismic activity consistent with probability estimates for the interaction of asperities and predicted values of the Gutenberg-Richter a and b values. General features of the model are the exterior crack solution as a theoretical foundation, a heterogeneous state of stress and strength on the fault, dynamic effects controlled by propagating slip pulses and radiated elastic waves with a broad frequency band.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
In a study of small repeating earthquakes along the San Andreas fault in central California, Nadeau & Johnson (1998) found that the average repeat time t R was related to static seismic moment norm M o according to the scaling relationship
The interpretation of the data did not require the use of any earthquake model and the single assumption was made that, when averaged over time, the slip rate at depth on the fault was equal to the average creep rate observed at the surface. The fact that the exponent in this scaling equation differs significantly from the value of 1/3 expected for the conventional earthquake model of constant stress drop led to an investigation of alternative earthquake models that could satisfy the observed scaling relationship. The study of Nadeau & Johnson (1998) uses data collected for repeating earthquakes on the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault that is characterized by observable creep at the surface. However, there is a growing recognition that repeating earthquakes are common in many different regions and tectonic environments. Although the criteria used to identify them varies somewhat from one study to another, repeating earthquakes have been identified in parts of California other than the Parkfield region (Ellsworth & Dietz 1990; Vidale et al. 1994; Bürgmann et al. 2000) , throughout China (Schaff & Richards 2004; Li et al. 2007) , in Taiwan , in the northeastern Japan subduction zone (Matsuzawa et al. 2002; Igarashi et al. 2003; Uchida et al. 2003) and in Turkey (Peng & Ben-Zion 2005) . Chen et al. (2007) find that, when adjusted for different tectonic slip rates, the scaling relationships for repeat time versus scalar moment based on data from Taiwan and Japan are in excellent agreement with that found by Nadeau & Johnson (1998) . Repeating earthquakes have also been identified as a significant fraction of induced seismicity caused by fluid injection (Baisch & Harjes 2003; Bourouis & Bernard 2007) .
In Johnson & Nadeau (2002 ,2005 , a conceptual, analytical and numerical earthquake model is presented that is consistent with eq. (1). The development of this new model has been influenced by modern studies of sliding friction such as Persson (1998) , where friction is treated as the breaking of small areas called asperities. The basic idea of the model is that slip on the fault is resisted primarily by small strong asperities that are distributed on a much weaker fault that continually creeps in response to tectonic stress. Extending outward from an asperity into the weaker part of the fault is a shadow region that shares the slip deficit of the asperity. An earthquake occurs when the stress on an asperity reaches a critical value, at which time the asperity fails and the slip deficit that has accumulated on the asperity and surrounding shadow region is released. The analytical solution to the exterior crack problem (Westmann 1965) provides the theoretical foundation of the model for the case of circular asperities. It was realized in these studies that the interaction of asperities was likely to play an important role in the model, but this interaction was treated only in a qualitative manner.
Static stress drop is a popular parameter used in the interpretation of seismic events. Equations for stress drop are model dependent, and for the conventional model of earthquakes they are based on solutions to interior crack problems (Kanamori & Anderson 1975) . In Nadeau & Johnson (1998) , it is shown that when parameters of the observed scaling relationship are interpreted in terms of stress drop formulae for the conventional model, the results are anomalous, producing large stress drops for small events and a dependence of stress drop upon scalar moment. This disagreement between the repeating earthquake data and the constant stress drop aspect of the conventional model is not surprising, because it had already been shown that the scaling relationship did not agree with the conventional model. With the asperity model available, Johnson & Nadeau (2002) consider various types of stress drops for that model, but conclude that static stress drop is not a useful characteristic of the asperity model. Part of the reason for this is the fact that most of the seismic moment is produced by the shadow region where the static stress drop is zero.
At least three different attempts have been made to reconcile the scaling relationship of Nadeau & Johnson (1998) with the basic principles of the conventional earthquake model. Anooshehpoor & Brune (2001) propose that repeating earthquakes occur on small asperities shielded by larger locked regions, and Sammis & Rice (2001) propose that they occur on weak asperities located on the border of larger locked regions. Both of these explanations require that repeating earthquakes have a specific geometrical relationship with near-by locked regions of the fault, and there does appear to be any evidence that such a relationship exists for all of the repeating earthquakes in California, Taiwan and Japan that share the same scaling relationship . The third proposal is that repeating earthquakes occur on fault patches where there is significant aseismic slip prior to failure (Beeler et al. 2001; Chen & Lapusta 2009) , and this matter will be discussed in Section 5.
A quantitative treatment of the dynamic interaction of asperities is one of the primary objectives of this study. At the same time, previous studies are generalized to consider asperities that have elliptical shapes, to provide more complete and accurate formulae for many of the model properties and to introduce analytical approximations for the dynamic slip pulses that were obtained numerically in Johnson & Nadeau (2005) . Most of the mathematical details of the model are contained in four appendices, with the main body of the paper devoted to a general description of the model, some numerical tests of model properties and a description of simulations that illustrate the use of the model and explore some of its properties. Two sets of simulations are considered, the first for a tightly clustered group of asperities on a small section of the fault that examines a situation where interaction between asperities is strong, and the second for randomly located asperities on a crustal scale section of the fault that examines a situation where the interaction is weak. Also introduced is a probability measure that estimates the likelihood of interaction between asperities based on their number, size and relative locations.
S O L U T I O N F O R A S I N G L E A S P E R I T Y
Consider the situation shown in Fig. 1 where the xy plane with z = 0 is a portion of a fault surface that contains a single asperity and surrounding shadow region. It is convenient to use both rectangular (x, y) and cylindrical (r , φ) coordinates in writing equations for the fault plane. On the fault plane, μ is shear modulus, β is shear velocity and ν is Poisson's ratio. The asperity is elliptical in shape with eccentricity
and boundary
Slip on the fault is described in terms of a slip vector that is the discontinuity in displacement across the fault surface d(x, y, t) = d x (x, y, t)x + d y (x, y, t) ŷ .
Here the displacement is expressed in terms of time t but later it will be convenient to also express it in terms of cyclic frequency f . Most of the fault is weak and creeps continuously in response to an applied tectonic loading traction T that makes an angle ζ with the x-axis. This tectonic traction is represented by the slip that it would cause on parts of the fault that are freely slipping, Figure 1 . Sketch of a fault plane section containing an asperity and surrounding shadow region. The heavy solid line is an elliptical asperity with semi-major axis r a and semi-minor axis r b with the semi-major axis at an angle ψ to the x-axis. The slip deficit on the asperity u a is at an angle ζ to the x-axis. The heavy dashed line is the outer boundary of the shadow region that has a maximum radius r sm . An arbitrary point on the fault plane is specified by either its rectangular coordinates (x, y) or cylindrical coordinates (r , φ) with the origin of both coordinate systems at the centre of the asperity.
to be
Because d (T) (t) typically has a constant velocity, it is convenient in some situations to work with the slip deficit velocitẏ
where in this and following equations a dot over a variable denotes a partial derivative with respect to time. For regions on the fault that are freely slipping the slip deficit will be zero, while in general for the stronger asperity regions it will not be zero. When an asperity is not slipping it will have a shielding effect on near by parts of the fault with respect to slip deficit and will create what is called a shadow region.
The outer boundary of this shadow region is defined to be the locus of points r s (φ) that satisfy the equation
where d c is a small critical slip distance that must be exceeded before stable sliding can take place. As time increases, the slip deficit on the asperity and shadow region will increase and so will the tractions on the asperity. An analytical solution for this quasi-static slip deficit and traction is given in Appendix A along with expressions for the associated stress intensity factor, strain energy, shadow outer boundary and static moment tensor. The slip deficit will continue increasing until the tractions on the asperity reach a threshold value and the asperity fails, at which time the earthquake occurs. The criterion for failure is that the maximum stress intensity factor on the asperity equals a critical value
where k c is a specified constant. Using a tilde to denote quantities that are evaluated just prior to failure of the asperity, from eq. (A14) an elliptical asperity will fail when its slip deficit reaches
and from eq. (A33) a circular asperity will fail wheñ
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When the asperity fails, the accumulated slip deficit on the asperity and surrounding shadow region is released. Assuming that this failure begins at timet and is completed by timet + τ , then from eq. (6a)
where it is assumed that τ is sufficiently small so that tectonic slip d (T) (t) is insignificant over this time interval. The elastic waves radiated by this failure event are characterized by a second-order force moment tensor or, more conveniently, its time derivative, the moment rate tensor. For slip confined to the xy plane, this tensor has the two non-zero componentṡ
Here the Fourier transform of the moment rate tensor with respect to frequency f is denoted by an upper case variable, a convention that will be followed throughout the paper. The static value of the moment tensor is the limit reached as t → ∞ and is given by
The norm of the static moment tensor is given by
As described in Appendix A, the norm of the static moment tensor can be obtained by numerical quadrature, but a good approximation is given by
for an elliptical asperity and by
for a circular asperity. These results clearly show the basic observation of Nadeau & Johnson (1998) 
a . In addition to the material properties (μ, β, ν) and the asperity properties (r a , r b , ψ), the asperity model contains two empirical parameters, the critical slip d c and the critical stress intensity factor k c . Because a more complete theory is now available, the values of these empirical parameters need to be reexamined. Although the definitions vary somewhat, most models of rock friction involve a critical displacement parameter such as d c . Focusing on values of this parameter for shallow geologic faults, the various estimates include d c < 0.2 cm (Dieterich 1979) , 0.01 < d c < 20 cm (Dieterich 1986 ), 0.1 < d c < 1 cm (Scholz 1988) , and d c = 0.1 cm (Marone & Kilgore 1993) . Given this range of estimates, Johnson & Nadeau (2002) chose d c = 0.002 m as a representative value, and that choice has been retained in this study. The remaining parameter k c is determined by a comparison with observational data. Fig. 2 shows estimates ofũ a and M o that were obtained from sequences of repeating earthquakes along the San Andreas fault in central California using the method described by Nadeau & Johnson (1998) . This plot shows the results of 178 repeating sequences, which includes the data used by Nadeau & Johnson (1998) plus additional data collected since that time using identical analysis methods. The main Parkfield M6 sequence is also updated to include the 2004 event. The solid line in Fig. 2 is eq. (13) with d c = 0.002 m and k c = 0.024 m 1/2 , with this value of k c determined by minimizing the squared difference between log (M o ) for the observed data and log (M o ) predicted by the theory. Because information about the shape of the asperities associated with the observational data is lacking, circular asperities are assumed in fitting the data. However, to show the effect of asperity eccentricity, the dashed line in Fig. 2 is calculated with a = 0.866, which corresponds to r a = 2r b . For a less than about 0.5, the calculations for circular and elliptical asperities can not be distinguished from each other on this type of log-log plot. Finally, note that while calculations for the solid and dashed lines used complete numerical solutions, calculations for the approximate circular moment (eq. 14b) are also plotted but they coincide with the solid line.
Also plotted in Fig. 2 are estimates ofũ a and M o obtained from pseudo-tachylite data described in Wenk et al. (2000) . These data are measurements of length L and thickness W for 285 pseudo-tachylite veins exposed in rocks of about 60 Ma age in the Eastern Peninsular Ranges of southern California. The measured values of L range between 0.02 and 4 m and those of W range between 0.001 and 0.12 m. Petrographic analyses showed an abundance of microlites in many of the pseudo-tachylites, indicating that partial melting had occurred in addition to the strong cataclasis that is a characteristic of all samples. This evidence that these pseudo-tachylites are formed by violent events involving rapid motion suggests that they can be viewed as fossil earthquake asperities. The few pseudo-tachylite veins that can be viewed in three dimensions appear to approximate thin circular disks, so they are interpreted as circular asperities with radius r a = L/2 and volume π (L/2) 2 W . Then the slip deficit associated with a pseudo-tachylite at time of failure can be obtained from eq. (9b) as
Next, following Wenk et al. (2000) , it is assumed that two-third of an average pseudo-tachylite is melted and that reasonable estimates of specific heat, heat of fusion and melting temperature leads to the estimate of E m = 2.5 G J /m 3 as the energy required to produce a cubic metre of pseudo-tachylite. Assuming this to be an estimate of the total energy available at the time the pseudo-tachylite is formed, it can be equated to the strain energy of the asperity
and then eqs (14b) and (A34) can be combined to estimate the static moment tensor norm
Using eqs (15)- (17) for each of the pseudo-tachylite veins observed in the field leads to the points plotted as plus symbols in Fig. 2 . They are entirely compatible with the earthquake data and the theoretical lines, while extending the lower limit of the moment range downward from 0.13 GNm for earthquakes to 7.0 × 10 −6 GNm for pseudo-tachylites. This general consistency between the earthquake and pseudo-tachylite data supports a basic element of the asperity model, namely that earthquakes observed by local seismographic networks may be caused by asperities having dimensions of only a few centimetres. Throughout this paper the SI units GNm are used for seismic moment. These are convenient units for calculations, particularly when the shear modulus has units of GPa, and lead to a simple expression for moment magnitude (Hanks & Kanamori 1979) 
Whereas Appendix A presents the static solution for a single asperity, the corresponding dynamic solution is developed in Appendix B. The complete analytical solution to the dynamic problem is not tractable, so the solution in Appendix B attempts to capture in fairly simple mathematical expressions the primary features of numerical solutions to the dynamic problem that also reduce to the solutions of Appendix A in the static limit. The dynamic expression for the asperity contains a characteristic time for failure initiation to spread over the entire asperity and a slip function described as damped harmonic motion following the suggestion of Johnson & Nadeau (2005) . The dynamic expression for the shadow region has the average slip function of the asperity spreading out as two slip pulses, one travelling at a velocity appropriate for mode II failure and the other at a velocity appropriate for mode III failure. The slip function on the shadow region contains an additional factor for damped harmonic motion and the final amplitudes agree with the static solution. The dynamic expressions in Appendix B are presented as slip velocity in the frequency domain, but these are easily converted to slip in the time domain. Fig. 3 shows the slip on the shadow region along a profile parallel to the x-axis and the direction of tectonic slip, Fig. 4 shows a similar profile along the y-axis. The static slips used in these calculations are those of Johnson & Nadeau (2002) because these were used by Johnson & Nadeau (2005) . There is general agreement between the two solutions with respect to the time of slip onset, the rise time of the slip pulse, the final slip values and the general changes in the slip pulse as a function of distance from the asperity. The difference between the two pulse nature of the slip in Fig. 3 with both mode II and mode III failure present and the single pulse nature of Fig. 4 with only mode III failure is also captured. The most noticeable lack of agreement between the solid and dashed lines occurs at large distances where the slip is very small, and this may be due to the fact that Johnson & Nadeau (2005) used a strength of 5 MPa on the shadow region whereas it is zero in this study.
Another test of the approximate dynamic solutions of Appendix B is shown in Fig. 5 . The upper trace in this figure is the moment rate function that is obtained in Johnson & Nadeau (2005) by integrating slip functions such as the solid lines in Figs 3 and 4 over the asperity and shadow region. The lower trace is the analytical approximation for the moment rate function given in eqs (B6) and (B10). There is a general similarity between the features of the two traces, although the analytical result has a larger maximum and shorter duration. The differences may be related to the difference in strength assumed for the shadow region discussed in the previous paragraph that causes a slower and diminished amplitude slip pulse on the outer regions of the shadow region in the numerical results of Johnson & Nadeau (2005) . The static moments, which are the time integrals of the traces, are 243 GNm for the upper trace and 276 GNm for the lower trace, a relative difference of 12 per cent.
The comparisons in Figs 3-5 between numerical solutions and the approximate results of Appendix B indicate that the basic features of dynamic slip on an asperity and surrounding shadow region during failure can be captured with fairly simple analytical expressions. The analytical approach has a major advantage over numerical approaches such as used by Johnson & Nadeau (2005) because it requires far less computational resources and computational time, and this makes possible the calculations for interacting asperities that are described in the following sections. The parameters used in calculating Figs 3-5 are μ = 29.4 GPa, β = 3300 m s −1 , ν = 0.283, f oa = f os = 400 Hz, η a = η s = 1.00, v r2 = 1.25 β, v r3 = 0.82 β. These same parameters are used for all other calculations in this study.
I N T E R A C T I O N O F A S P E R I T I E S
When more than one asperity is present on the fault plane it is possible that shadow regions may overlap, and then the shielding effects of asperities must be taken into account when calculating the slip deficit at any point on the fault plane. As described in Appendix C, when N a asperities are present on the fault plane the slip deficit velocity at an arbitrary point (x, y) is given by eq. (C6)
with expressions forẇ .. n and given in eqs (C5) and (C7) andu .an (t) the slip deficit velocity on asperity n. The important difference between this and eq. (6b) for a single asperity is the summation term that represents the mutual shielding effects that are possible when multiple asperities are present. Also described in Appendix C is a method for solving eq. (19) foru (x, y, t) andḋ(x, y, t) as a function of time for all points on the fault. The basic process is to first obtain the solution at the centres of the asperities by introducing an incremented timescale t i = i t with the slip deficit velocitiesu approximately constant during time intervals t (eqs C9 and C10). The convolution integrals can then be evaluated and a linear system of equations solved to obtainu (i) an andḋ (i) an . The assumption that the slip deficit velocity is approximately constant over time intervals t can be accommodated by using two different modes of calculation. A tectonic mode is used when none of the asperities are in the process of failing and the system is being driven by the tectonic slip velocityḋ (T ) that typically has values of the order metres per century. In this mode, t can have values of the order days and still satisfy the assumption of approximately constant slip deficit velocity. In fact, when shielding effects are not present, such as when the solution process is started and the slip deficits are all small, the simple resultu (i) an =ḋ (T ) holds for all asperities. During this tectonic mode there is no slip on the asperities soḋ (i) an = 0 and the slip deficit velocitiesu (i) an can be determined by solving the linear system of eq. (C13). As time is incremented in the tectonic mode it eventually happens that one of the asperities reaches a point of failure. Suppose that at timet q the critical stress intensity factor is reached (eq. 9) on asperity q
Then over the time interval τ q following the inception of failure the current slip deficit on the asperity goes to zero
From Appendix B an estimate of the time for asperity q to fail is given by
so the slip deficit velocity during failure is assumed to bė
over the time interval fromt q tot q + τ q and to be zero for greater times. From the results presented in Appendix B on characteristic times and frequencies it is clear that τ q may be much less than a second. Thus, as soon as one of the asperities begins to fail, the solution process switches from tectonic mode to a failure mode where t has values that are generally less than a millisecond to satisfy the assumption of approximately constant slip deficit velocity. Eq. (19) continues to guide the solution process during the failure mode but with a much smaller t than in the tectonic mode and with one other modification. From eq. (23) it is clear thatu ( j) an is now a known quantity for failing asperities so eq. (C11) can be used to determine the slip velocityḋ ( j) an that in general is non-zero for any asperity in the process of failing. While in the failure mode, any asperities that have not yet failed are treated just as in the tectonic mode with mutual shielding effects determined through the solution to eq. (C13).
For an isolated asperity, the failure process is straightforward with the slip deficit decaying to zero as described by eq. (21) and the slip velocity equal to the negative slip deficit velocity. However, for interacting asperities the process can become more complicated. From eq. (C8) it is clear that a decrease in slip deficit that accompanies failure on one asperity can cause an increase in slip deficit and possible failure on other asperities because of reduced shielding effects. This effect will not be immediate, as the termsṖ ( j) .m of eq. (C11) contain delays in shielding effects related to the propagation times of slip pulses. Thus, there is a time interval in which the failure of asperity q may cause other asperities to fail, the failure of those asperities may in turn cause still more asperities to fail, and a cascade of asperity failures could develop. Also note that the failure of other asperities may reduce shielding effects on asperities that have already failed and cause further slip on those asperities, because it is assumed that an asperity temporarily looses its strength while in the process of failing so that any further slip deficit that develops during the current failure episode is converted immediately to slip.
A failure episode that starts with the initial failure of an asperity and continues until asperities are no longer failing and slip pulses are no longer propagating over shadow regions is considered to be a single seismic event or earthquake. The duration of such an event depends on the number of asperities that fail, the size of the asperities that fail and the time for slip pulses to propagate between various asperities or to boundaries of the shadow regions of failed asperities. At the end of an event the solution process switches back to the tectonic mode until the next time an asperity fails and another failure episode begins. This procedure causes the time axis to be divided into a series of alternating tectonic and failure episodes, with the primary differences being the size of the time increments t and the fact that asperities fail only during failure episodes.
The net result of applying the solution method outlined in Appendix C to a group of asperities is to obtain both the slip deficit velocitẏ u an (t) and slip velocityḋ an (t) as a function of time for the centre of each asperity. If desired, this solution can be extended to points on the fault outside the asperities using eqs (C16) and (C17).
During failure episodes, the dynamic functions slip velocity and moment rate can be obtained by combining the results of Appendices B and C with a few modifications to account for the notation introduced for multiple asperities. The average slip velocity on asperity q in the frequency domain is from eqs (B3) and (C10) 
The slip velocity outside the asperity is from eq. (B7)
with the functionsẆ .. q (x, y, f ) being Fourier transforms of those given in eq. (C5). The static moment rate tensor for asperity q can be obtained by substituting eqs (24) and (25) into eq. (11) and performing numerical integrations. An alternative is to combine eqs (A22) and (C18) to obtain the static moment rate tensor for the asperitẏ
For the total static moment rate tensor, eqs (A24) and (C18) can be combined with consideration of the possible rotation ψ q to obtaiṅ
with
The norm of the static moment tensor follows from eq. (13)
The dynamic moment rate tensor for the asperity is from eq. (B6)
and for the total dynamic moment rate tensor from eqs (B6) and (B10)
Although the locations and moments of all the failed asperities are sufficient to determine the radiation of elastic waves, it is sometimes convenient to have a single location and moment. For the moment this is straightforward, as the moment rate functions of the failed asperities can all be summed to obtain a moment rate function for the total event. Letting the failed asperities be numbered q = 1, 2, . . . , Q, the summed dynamic moment rates for the event arė
Note that in performing this sum, information is lost concerning the spatial extent of the source and any directivity effects related to the time sequence of asperity failures. A centroid location appropriate for this summed event can be defined as the moment weighted average
S I M U L AT I O N S
The preceding sections describe a general procedure for calculating the evolution of slip deficit and slip on a fault surface subjected to tectonic slip. This procedure is illustrated and tested by performing simulations that explore various aspects of the model. In all of these simulations, the tectonic loading velocity isḋ (T ) (t) = 0.023x m yr −1 with ζ = 0. The tectonic time intervals are t = 0.02 yr, so the increment in tectonic slip during each tectonic time step is 0.00046 m, which is more than four times smaller than the critical slip d c . The failure time intervals are t = 0.2 ms.
Case of strong interactions
The first set of simulations tests an assumption of Johnson & Nadeau (2002) that a group of asperities in close proximity on the fault, termed as asperity patch, can act like a single asperity with respect to the scaling of slip versus moment. The asperity patch is taken to be an elliptical area on the fault having dimensions of 12 m × 6 m that contains between 1 and 20 asperities. Fig. 6 is for one of the trials and depicts the basic idea of the test. In this trial, 10 circular asperities are randomly located within the asperity patch with the radii selected from a uniform distribution between 0.1 and 1 m subject to the conditions that the asperities lie wholly within the patch with no overlap. In all trials, the simulation is run for 40 yr, which requires approximately 2000 tectonic time steps. Fig. 7 is the history of seismic activity that results from the simulation with the asperity patch shown in Fig. 6 . This history contains 72 events having a variety of sizes and time separations, but a clear periodicity is present, particularly with respect to the larger events.
The time history of seismic activity in Fig. 7 is similar to the seismicity of the central San Andreas fault studied by Nadeau & Johnson (1998) in that it appears to have repeating events. In that study, repeating earthquakes are defined in terms of similarities in the seismograms they generated with the criterion that cross correlations between seismograms in a sequence should be greater than 0.98 for at least 10 different stations. In this study, moment rate function are used in place of seismograms and a series of events qualifies as a repeating sequence if the centroid locations (eq. 33) are all within 3 m of each other and the normalized cross correlation coefficients between the moment rate functions of the events are all greater than 0.98. When these criteria are applied to the events of Fig. 6 , the largest events are identified as a sequence of 12 repeating events in 40 yr with an average repeat time t R = 3.253yr and an average moment norm M o = 693.41 GNm. Table 1 lists the results of 21 different trials similar to that shown in Figs 6 and 7. In the first trial, the entire asperity patch is a single elliptical asperity. In the other trials, the number of asperities N a varies between 5 and 20, with variations in the seed of a random number generator used to select different locations and dimensions of the asperities for each trial. Trial number 9 corresponds to Figs 6 and 7. In every trial, there is at least one group of events that qualifies as a repeating sequence and results for the largest repeating sequence in each trial are listed in Table 1 . For each trial N a is the number of asperities and their total area divided by the area of the asperity patch is listed as the fractional area. For the largest repeating event in each trial, the number failed is the mean number of asperities that failed, t R is the mean repeat time, and M o is the mean static moment norm. The σ values are standard errors of the mean.
In most of the trials listed in Table 1 , the density and distribution of the asperities is such that cascade failures of all asperities in the patch takes place and the main sequence of repeating events consists of identical events, as indicated by the fact that σ t = σ M = 0. However, these trials generally include other events associated with the smallest asperities on the edge of the asperity patch that always fail as part of the repeating sequence but can also fail independently. Trials 2, 3, 4 and 9 of Table 1 produce slightly different results in that there is a repeating event sequence, but the participating asperities are not always the same. This is because there are asperities that sometimes join the repeating event sequence and sometimes do not, depending upon the level of slip deficit on these asperities at the time of the event. In these sequences, the repeating events are not all identical, but the additional more weakly interacting asperities are small enough so that the criteria for a repeating event are still satisfied. This type of intermittent behaviour leads to the variation in both repeat time and moment norm shown by σ t and σ M in Table 1. Trial 3 of Table 1 is near the transition to the case of independent asperities, as it contains a large asperity that fails by itself about half of the time and fails together with one or two smaller aperities the other half of the time.
Emerging from this attempt to quantitatively define an asperity patch is the observation that interactions between asperities can exhibit considerable variation. Most of the trials listed in Table 1 can be characterized as a case of strongly interacting asperities in the sense that the asperity patch exhibits cascade failure of all the asperities and thus acts like a single asperity, although there are also other failures of single asperities. A few of the trials can be characterized as a case of moderately interacting asperities in that there is a group of asperities that fail together with the members of the group changing as a function of time, and at least one trial can be characterized as weakly interacting in that an asperity sometimes fails in conjunction with others and sometimes fails independently. In this set of simulations it appears that there is strong interaction between asperities whenever the fractional density of the asperities is greater than 0.25 and sometimes when it is less than this.
Appendix D presents another approach to the problem of estimating the degree of interaction that is likely to occur between a group of asperities on a fault plane. Assuming that asperities can interact when there is overlap in their shadow regions, Fig. 8 compares the probability (P za (z) from eq. D4) that the distance between two asperities is less than some value z with the probability ([1 − P 2s (z)] from eq. D9) that the sum of the shadow radii is greater than this value. The calculation of these probabilities requires a rectangular fault area so the elliptical asperity patch of Fig. 6 is approximated by a rectangle having the same area and x to y ratio, and the asperity radii are taken to have a uniform distribution in the range 0.1 m ≤ r a ≤ 1 m. The overlap in the two probability curves of Fig. 8 is a measure of the degree of interaction to be expected between asperities, and it appears to be considerable in this case. A more quantitative estimate is provided by eq. (D9) and this gives the probability of potential interaction between asperities as 0.93. The term potential is included here because the calculation uses shadow radii for asperities at the point of failure, but this is not always true. Although this type of probability calculation contains approximations and can only give an average estimate of the likelihood of asperity interaction, the value of 0.93 is consistent with the fact that there is strong interaction between asperities for 81 per cent of the trials listed in Table 1 and moderate interaction for another 14 per cent. Plot showing the probability of potential interaction between asperities for the asperity patch shown in Fig. 6 . The solid line is the probability that the distance between two randomly selected asperities will be less than z, whereas the dashed line is the probability that the sum of the shadow radii for two asperities will be greater than z. The data from Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 9 in a scaling relationship similar to Fig. 2 except that repeat time, which is slip divided by the tectonic loading velocity v T , is shown on the ordinate instead of slip. Also shown in this figure as straight lines is the theoretical relationship of eq. (14) modified for repeat time. Although the data show some scatter about the theoretical lines, they clearly demonstrate that a group of strongly interacting asperities obeys the same basic scaling relationship as a single asperity.
Returning to trial number 9 of Table 1 that is shown in Figs 6 and 7, consider in more detail the interaction between asperities during an event that includes the failure of several asperities. The large event that occurs at 13.1 yr in Fig. 7 involves the failure of all 10 asperities shown in Fig. 6 . The asterisk in Fig. 6 is the centroid location (eq. 33) of this event. The dynamic moment rate functionsṁ xzq (t) andṁ yzq (t) are shown in Figs 10 and 11, respectively. Also shown as the bottom trace in these figures is the moment rate function for the summed event as defined in eq. (32). By comparing the asperity numbers in Figs 10 and 11 with the locations of the asperities in Fig. 6 , it is clear that this event begins with the failure of asperity 9 on the left-hand edge of the asperity patch and then proceeds in the order [ 9 6 5 1 2 3 7 10 4 8] to finish at the right-hand edge of the asperity patch. Although the general progression in failure is from left to right, it is not completely regular with asperities 7 and 10 failing late in the process. The duration of the failure process for individual asperities is roughly related to their size, and the time when the failure process ends on the various asperities shows about as much scatter as when it begins. Asperity 8 illustrates these properties in that it is the last asperity to begin failing but it has finished failing well before several of the larger asperities. Finally, some of the other events in the repeating sequence of trial number 9 have rather different failure processes than that just discussed. In one with the failure order [6 5 1 2 8 7 3 10 4], there is still a general progression from left to right, although more erratic, and only nine of the asperities are involved. In another with the failure order [1 2 5 6 3 7 10 8] the initial progression is from right to left, and only eight of the asperities are involved. These results illustrate a basic finding that the failure process of a group of interacting asperities can be highly repeatable for the case of strongly interacting asperities, but quite variable for moderately interacting asperities. Fig. 11 shows theṁ yzq (t) components of the dynamic moment rate functions and, in addition to being about an order of magnitude smaller than theṁ xzq (t) components, they exhibit more variation in both the shapes and signs of the time traces. Recall that the tectonic loading velocity in these simulations is purely in thex direction so that without interaction between the asperities one would expectṁ yzq (t) = 0. Thus, the moment rate functions shown in Fig. 11 reflect the fact that the tectonic driving force experienced by an asperity can be considerably distorted by shielding effects of other asperities.
The dynamic moment rate functions of Figs 10 and 11 represent the basic source functions that determine the radiation of elastic waves. It is straightforward to convolve these functions with Green functions for a homogeneous material (Johnson 1974) and obtain the results shown in Figs 12 and 13. The geometry of this calculation is obtained by imagining the fault plane of Fig. 6 to be vertical with the observation Figure 10 . Plot of the dynamic moment rate functionsṁ xzq (t) for the large event at time 13.1 yr in Fig. 7 from the simulation of trial 9 in Table 1 . The numbers on the left correspond to the asperity numbers in Fig. 6 and the numbers on the right are maximum moment rates in units of GNm s −1 . The bottom trace corresponds to the summed moment rate functionṁ xz Q (t) as defined in eq. (32). whether the asperities are treated as individual sources or as a summed source. A more systematic difference appears in the overall amplitude of the waves. The radial and transverse components for the sum of the individual sources have amplitudes about 5 per cent larger than for the summed source in Fig. 12 and about 5 per cent smaller in Fig. 13 . This is just a directivity effect because, as pointed out earlier, the general propagation direction of the failure process is toward the observation point in Fig. 12 and away from it in Fig. 13 . Note that the radial and transverse components of motion are identical in Figs 12 and 13 for the summed source, which is consistent with the earlier observation that such a source does not have directivity effects. With respect to the vertical component of motion in Figs 12 and 13, these are primarily due to theṁ yzq (t) moment rate functions shown in Fig. 11 and discussed earlier as due to interactions between asperities. Were these moment rate functions zero, the geometry of the calculation is such that the vertical component from the summed source should be zero, whereas the vertical component from the individual sources can still have non-zero values due to the asymmetric distribution of the sources in the y coordinate (Fig. 6 ). Although they are smaller by over an order of magnitude, these vertical components show more relative variation in their wave forms and amplitudes than do the radial or transverse components, which is consistent with the fact that theṁ yzq (t) moment rate functions represent a more or less random part of the failure process. Note that for the summed source the vertical components in Figs 12 and 13 are identical except for the change in sign that comes from the Green function.
Case of weak interactions
The second set of simulations is an attempt to examine the interactions between asperities having numbers and spacings similar to the situation that exists on realistic crustal scale fault zones. Johnson & Nadeau (2002) present a data set of 3522 small earthquakes from the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas fault for a 11.5 yr period. These data give an average seismicity rate of about 1.2 earthquakes per year per square kilometre with magnitude greater than zero. Fig. 14 shows a section of fault plane containing asperities that is designed to simulate this same average seismicity rate. The 7 km × 7 km section of the fault plane contains N a = 100 randomly located circular asperities with radii selected from a fractal probability distribution (eq. D10). In the first simulation, the asperity radii have a target fractal dimension of D = 1.5 in the range 0.19 m ≤ r a ≤ 35 m, and the selected sample has D = 1.50 ± 0.06 in the range 0.20 m ≤ r a ≤ 6.11 m. The asperities are too small to be visible given the scale of Fig. 14 so only their locations are shown. Fig. 15 shows the simulated time history of seismic activity that results when the equations for the evolution of slip deficit and asperity failure are applied to the fault segment shown in Fig. 14 and solved for a 40 yr time period. There are 2318 earthquakes in this time period with magnitudes greater than a minimum value of M w = 0.06, and that works out to an average seismic activity rate of 1.2 earthquakes per year per square kilometre, in agreement with the situation on the San Andreas fault that is being simulated. During the first 10-15 yr, there is a distinct pattern in the seismic activity with the moment of the events gradually increasing with time and then falling back and beginning to increase again, and this is explained by the fact that the simulation began with all asperities having zero slip deficit. However, after this initial run-in period the seismic activity has a more random appearance, although the existence of repeating events is always clearly visible in the larger events. When this simulation is repeated with all of the asperities having a random initial slip deficit, the initial run-in period is no longer apparent, but all other results are similar to those described later for the data of Fig. 15 .
All 2318 events in Fig. 15 are identified as repeating events and there are no events that involved the failure of more than one asperity, so there are a total of 100 repeating events. The plot of repeat time versus moment for these events is shown in Fig. 16 in a manner similar to Fig. 9 . As in Fig. 9 , the agreement with the theoretical prediction of the asperity model for circular asperities (eq. 14b) is good, and this is to be expected because the events of this simulation consisted entirely of single asperities failing independently with little interaction between asperities.
Given that the simulation shown in Figs 14-16 is an attempt to model realistic seismic activity rates on an actual fault, the fact that there is little interaction between asperities when the event magnitudes are in the range of 0.1 ≤ M w ≤ 3.0 is significant. First, note that the ratio of the asperity area to the area of the fault section in this simulation is 4.7 × 10 −6 , which is much smaller than the value of 0.25 that led to strong interaction of asperities in the earlier simulations of an asperity patch. Secondly, as shown in Fig. 17 , the probability of potential interaction between asperities is quite different from the situation shown in Fig. 8 for an asperity patch. The distance between asperities is generally much greater than the sum of two shadow radii, so the overlap in the two probability functions is small. Accordingly, the probability of potential interaction calculated with eq. (D9) for this simulation has the value of 8.7 × 10 −4 , which is much smaller than the value of 0.93 obtained for the simulations of an asperity patch. Thus, the fact that there are no multiple failures of asperities during this simulation is entirely consistent with estimates based on either the fractional area of asperities or the probability of potential interaction. In Johnson & Nadeau (2002) it is shown that if the asperity radii have a fractal probability function, then the resulting earthquakes have a probability function of the Gutenberg-Richter type (Gutenberg & Richter 1941) . This result can now be obtained more completely. Starting with eqs (D12)-(D15), assuming M omax M omin , and using eq. (18), the logarithm of the cumulative number of earthquakes with magnitudes greater than M w is log[N c (M w 
with all moments in units of GNm. The seismic activity data of Fig. 15 except the largest event increased to M w = 4.44. Also similar to the simulation with D = 1.5 is the fact that all 2113 events involved failure of a single asperity and qualified as one of 100 repeating events. The ratio of the asperity area to the area of the fault section in this simulation is 7.1 × 10 −5 , the probability of potential interaction (eq. D9) is 5.8 × 10 −3 , and both of these numbers are about an order of magnitude larger than in the previous simulation. These larger values are to be expected, because as the fractal dimension is decreased from D = 1.5 to D = 1.0, the ratio of large asperities to small asperities should increase with an even greater increase in the shadow radii, and this should lead to more interaction between asperities. The plot of repeat time versus moment of the second simulation with a fractal dimension D = 1.0 is shown in Fig. 19 . Although the trend in the results is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction for circular asperities, there is a clear tendency for some of the repeat times to fall above the theoretical line and this effect is more pronounced than in Fig. 16 for the case D = 1.5. This can be explained by the fact that in the simulation with D = 1.5 the largest asperity has M o = 3.64 × 10 4 GNm and r sm = 362 m, whereas in the simulation with D = 1.0 the largest asperity (location enclosed in a circle in Fig. 14) has M o = 4.58 × 10 6 GNm and r sm = 4, 061 m. For this second case, the shadow radius of 4 km is comparable to the dimension of 7 km for the fault section, and that leads to an an increased likelihood that asperities will be located within the shadow region of the largest asperity. Such asperities will be shielded by the large asperity and this will cause their repeat time to increase because they do not experience the complete effect of the tectonic slip. This interpretation is supported by the results shown in Fig. 20 where the variations in repeat times of three small asperities are shown as a function of time. The upper trace shows repeat time for an asperity located only 582 m from the largest asperity. Initially this asperity has a repeat time appropriate for the tectonic slip rate acting on an asperity of this size, but soon after the start of the simulation its location is overtaken by the expanding shadow region of the large asperity, causing its repeat time to increase. When the large asperity fails at times of 15.56 and 31.12 yr, there are short intervals when the repeat time for this small asperity falls back toward its tectonic rate, but the shielding effect of the large asperity soon returns and the slip rate increases again. The second trace in Fig. 20 is for an asperity located 2339 m from the large asperity. The shielding effects are similar to Figure 17 . Plot showing the probability of potential interaction between asperities for the section of fault plane shown in Fig. 14 when the asperities are all circular with radii having a fractal distribution of dimension 1.5. The solid line is the probability that the distance between two randomly selected asperities with be less than z, whereas the dashed line is the probability that the sum of the shadow radii for two asperities will be greater than z.
those of the upper trace, except it now takes longer for the shadow boundary of the largest asperity to arrive at this location and the increase in the repeat time caused by the shielding effects is now less than for the upper trace. Finally, the lower trace is for an asperity located at a distance of 5630 m from the largest asperity, so it is never within its shadow region. Thus, there are no shielding effects from the large asperity and the repeat time is just that expected from the tectonic slip rate acting alone.
A quantitative explanation of how a large asperity can affect the repeat times of smaller asperities follows from the shielding effects of eq. (19). Consider a large asperity with label n and a small asperity with label m located at a distance and angle (r mn , φ mn ) from the large asperity. Assuming slip only in the x-direction with tectonic slipḋ (T ) = v T , eq. (19) gives for the quasi-static slip deficit velocity on the small asperitẏ
Lettingũ am be the slip deficit required to cause failure on asperity m, its repeat time with no shielding effects present is t Rmo =ũ am /v T . Then the repeat time in general is
At a time t when the large asperity has recently failed its shadow region will not include the small asperity and (r mn , φ mn , t) = 0 so the repeat time of the small asperity will have its isolated value t Rm = t Rmo . At later times when the shadow region of the large asperity has grown so that (r mn , φ mn , t) = 1, the repeat time of the small asperity will increase to a shielded value t Rm > t RMo , with the amount of increase depending upon the distance from the large asperity through the factor V xxn (r mn , φ mn , 0) as given in eq. The strong stress concentrations associated with the asperities present the possibility that energy released at the time of failure could cause large local increases in temperature and possibly melting, which would be consistent with the pseudo-tachylite data in Fig. 2 . This matter is checked by summing the strain energy (eq. A34) produced by all of the events in the simulations. For the simulation with D = 1.5, the average value of energy release is 2.51 GJ yr −1 and with D = 1.0 it is 12.59 GJ yr −1 . The equivalent probability predictions obtained with E c (E wmin ) (eq. D18) are 2.35 GJ yr −1 and 10.44 GJ yr −1 , respectively. When these values are averaged over the area of the fault, the rate of energy release lies in the range of 1-8 × 10 −6 W m −2 . Assuming all of this energy is converted to heat, it can be compared to typical heat flow values of 3-10 × 10 −2 W m −2 . With this difference of about four orders of magnitude, it is clear that large releases of strain energy in the local vicinity of the asperities is compensated by the small relative area of the asperities so that no observable heat flow anomalies are likely to be produced by the simulations of this study.
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
The results of this study advance the asperity model of an earthquake to the stage where realistic calculations of seismic activity on a fault containing a spatial distribution of asperities are possible, and this allows the model to be tested with a variety of exploratory simulations and comparisons with observational data. Already established is the fact that, with the exterior crack solution as its theoretical foundation, the asperity model predicts that slip is proportional to seismic moment raised to the 1/6 power. The observational data, such as shown in Fig. 2 , clearly support the value of 1/6. Furthermore, it is demonstrated in this study that this power of 1/6 holds even for the group failure of a number of asperities. Although further simulations of the type described in this study can be useful in exploring properties of the asperity model, it needs to be tested through comparisons with observational data. Johnson & Nadeau (2005) performed one test of this type with wave forms recorded at a distance of 8.6 km from a M w = 1.4 event and found general agreement with the model for a single asperity in both the time and frequency domains. Particularly useful would be more tests of this type at closer distances to larger events where the potential exists for observing and interpreting spatial heterogeneity in the source process. Theory for both elliptical and circular asperities is provided in this study and approximate formulae are given for the shadow boundary and seismic moment where the complete solutions require numerical methods. The differences between the elliptical and circular results and between the numerical and approximate results are discussed at the end of Appendix A. These differences are systematic but small compared to the scatter in observational data such as that plotted in Fig. 2 . Although this is convenient in that approximate theory for circular asperities can be used in most applications, it also means that extracting information about the shapes of asperities from routinely observed seismic data may be difficult. However, for large asperities with dimensions comparable to the size of the seismogenic zone, the elliptical results may prove to be useful. Similar qualifications can be made with regard to the question of whether a seismic event is caused by the failure of a single asperity or multiple asperities. For small seismic events this determination will be difficult, but for larger events where the observation distance is comparable to the dimensions of the asperity patch it should be possible to at least partially answer this question.
A characteristic of the asperity model is the highly heterogeneous state of stress and strength on the fault surface that provides a natural explanation for the complexities that are commonly observed in detailed studies of larger earthquakes. Studies that attempt to image parameters such as slip and stress release on the fault (Archuleta 1984; Beroza 1991; Wald et al. 1991 Wald et al. ,1996 Dreger 1994 Dreger ,1997 Bouchon 1997; Mikumo et al. 1998; Langbein et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2006; Johanson et al. 2006; Kim & Dreger 2008) generally find that these parameters are heterogeneous down to the limit of their resolution, which is typically several hundred metres. The asperity model described in this study has this heterogeneity extending down to dimensions on the order of centimetres. Although it is shown in this study that any seismic event could be due to the failure of multiple asperities, once the event becomes larger than about M w ≈ 4.6 (M o ≈ 7 × 10 6 GNm) the dimensions of the shadow region begin to exceed the thickness of the seismogenic zone in strike slip environments, and then it is highly likely that multiple asperities will be involved. All of the studies listed earlier in this paragraph consider events larger than M w = 4.6 and all image slip distributions that could easily be interpreted as multiple asperities.
Another characteristic of the asperity model is its inherent capability of generating elastic waves with a broad frequency band, ranging from the frequencies associated with the large dimensions of compound shadow regions of several asperities to the small dimensions of a single asperity. Although it is not emphasized in this study, an inspection of the moment rate functions and ground velocities in Figs 5 and 10-13 shows time constants in the range of a few milliseconds, indicating a spectral bandwidth in radiated waves extending from zero up to a few hundred Hertz. Although it may not be possible to recover this entire frequency band from observational data, there at least exists the potential to study the inverse problem of interpreting observed waveforms of radiated waves in terms of the locations, sizes and failure times of asperities that generated the waves. Allmann & Shearer (2007) describe some of the techniques that are available for such a task in a study where they are able to isolate a high-frequency subevent that occurred about 13 km from the hypocentre and 5 s after the origin time of the 2004 Parkfield M6 earthquake. Dreger et al. (2007) are able to image asperities with radii on the order of 10-20 m by applying empirical Green function deconvolution to high-quality bore-hole waveform data. The high frequencies generated by the asperity model could also be helpful in explaining near field strong motion data, because at distances comparable to the dimensions of an asperity patch the interference pattern between waves radiated by the different asperities in the patch will exhibit considerable spatial variability at high frequencies.
In Das & Kostrov (1983 ,1985 and Johnson & Nadeau (2005) the dynamic failure of a single asperity is investigated and found to be a cascade process, with failure starting at one location and spreading to other locations as slip pulses propagate over the fault surface. This study shows that the same basic process can happen with a group of asperities, but there are additional complexities related to variations in the interaction between asperities as dictated by their location, size and state of slip deficit. One possibility is a group of strongly interacting asperities that always fails together in the same order and effectively act as a single distributed asperity. However, even in this case it is quite common for small asperities to sometimes fail as part of the strongly interacting group and to sometimes fail independently. Another possibility is a group of moderately interacting asperities that produce a repeating sequence of events, but the asperities that fail and the order of their failure may change from one event to the next. The case of weak interaction between asperities is illustrated by asperities that always fail independently. Even in this case though, as illustrated by Fig. 20 , shielding effects may cause changes in the repeat time. With more simulations using different size asperities or using elliptical asperities, an even larger range of complexity would most likely result.
The results in Fig. 20 show how the slip rate of an asperity is affected by shielding effects of near-by asperities. Following the suggestion of Nadeau & McEvilly (1999) , this result can be generalized to provide a method of using small repeating earthquakes to monitor the in situ slip rate on a fault. Given values of repeat time t R and moment norm M o that are measured for an event at time t and location x, the results of eq. (9) and Appendix A givė
as an estimate of the slip rate for this time and location on the fault. Although this result assumes a circular asperity, it is easily modified for an elliptical asperity. One use of this equation is to estimateḋ(x, t) for various locations on the fault at approximately the same time, with variations in the estimates attributed to spatial variations in shielding effects or tectonic slip. Another use is to estimateḋ(x, t) for various times at approximately the same location on the fault, with variations in the estimate attributed to temporal variations in shielding effects or tectonic slip.
Given the importance of interaction effects, an estimate of the degree of interaction to be expected between a group of asperities distributed on a section of the fault plane could be useful. Two estimates of this type are found to have some general predictive value, the fractional area of the asperities and the probability of potential interaction. A related finding is that for distributions of asperities having fractal dimensions D = 1.5 and 1.0, a realistic seismic activity rate of about 1 earthquake per year per square kilometre is achieved with the fractional area of the asperities having values in the range 10 −6 -10 −4 . In addition, starting with the interpretation of eq. (35) and estimates of the tectonic slip velocity and static moment norm of the smallest event, a determination of the Gutenberg-Richter parameters a and b can provide estimates of both the fractal dimension D and number of asperities N a present on a given section of the fault. A general result for models of repeating earthquakes is that those models based on the solution to the interior crack problem, such as the conventional constant stress drop model, will have a scaling relationship of the form t R ∝ M 1/3 o , whereas those based on the exterior crack problem, such as the asperity model of this study, will have t R ∝ M 1/6 o . As mentioned in Section 1, Beeler et al. (2001) o . Furthermore, these results can be achieved using a constant stress drop. Chen & Lapusta (2009) further pursue the idea of Beeler et al. (2001) by using a numerical boundary integral method with a rate and state friction law to study slip on a circular patch with velocity-weakening properties surrounded by a zone with velocity-strengthing properties. They find that a circular patch undergoes both aseismic and seismic slip, with the ratio of aseismic to seismic slip increasing as the size of the patch decreases. Thus, similar to Beeler et al. (2001) , they obtain a scaling relationship that is approximately t R ∝ M 1/6 o in the range between M w = 0.3 (M o = 2.8 GNm) and M w = 3.7 (M o = 3.5 × 10 5 GNm). They also find that when the dimension of the circular patch is less than about 160 m (M o ≈ 1 GNm) the slip is completely aseismic, so seismic events smaller than this are not possible. This result would rule out some of the repeating earthquakes and most of the pseudo-tachylites shown in Fig. 2 . Another finding is that, to match the observed scaling relationship of Nadeau & Johnson (1998) , a tectonic slip rate of 4.5 mm yr −1 is required, which is considerably less than the rate of 23 mm yr −1 used in Nadeau & Johnson (1998) . Nevertheless, a model similar to that proposed by Beeler et al. (2001) and Lapusta (2009) , whereby a patch on the fault can undergo both aseismic and seismic slip, appears to be the most promising approach yet suggested for reconciling the conventional constant stress drop model with the observed scaling relationship of Nadeau & Johnson (1998) . The model developed in this study is highly heterogeneous with respect to the contrast in strength between asperity and non-aperity regions, but other aspects of the model have been assumed to be homogeneous. For instance, material properties and the model parameters d c and k c are assumed to be the same throughout the model. Systematic variations, such as with depth or lateral location, along with random variations of these properties and parameters will have to be considered in future investigations. Some guidance concerning the types of variations that should be considered and the effects that may accrue can be gained from a consideration of the many previous studies that have introduced various types of heterogeneity into the conventional model. Although a complete review of such studies is not attempted here, a few representative examples are listed later along with comparisons to the asperity model where possible.
The general concept that strength on a fault is heterogeneous, with areas of higher than average strength generally called asperities, has a long history in the study of earthquakes. Lay & Kanamori (1981) provide a review with references to earlier studies and outline a qualitative model of the role of asperities in large subduction earthquakes. McGarr (1981) invokes asperities as a means of explaining high-frequency radiation in earthquakes and develops an analytical model that includes a pre-faulted region surrounding an asperity that is similar to the shadow region of this study. Aki (1984) suggests that heterogeneity on a fault requires both asperities where failure is a stress-smoothing process and barriers where failure is a stress-roughening process. He also concludes that asperities provide the best explanation for repeating earthquakes. Seno (2003) develops a model that includes asperities surrounded by regions that are normally strong but can become weak when they are invaded by elevated pore pressure. Frankel (1991) introduces heterogeneity into the conventional model by considering an earthquake to be composed of a hierarchical set of subevents having a fractal dimension and then shows how the Gutenberg-Richter b value is related to this dimension and the high-frequency fall-off of the source spectra of individual events. The assumption of constant stress drop leads to b = D/2, which is similar to eq. (35) with the difference most likely related to the additional assumption that repeat time is independent of event size. Ide & Aochi (2005) develop a fault model containing circular asperities having a fractal distribution in radius with a slip-weakening friction law and a failure criterion that is proportional to the radius. Dynamic stress is calculated with the boundary integral method using a scheme that allows multiple failure of asperities and moment rate functions of the failure process are obtained. They find that the magnitude-frequency statistics are of the Gutenberg-Richter type with the b value a function of the number of asperities but not a function of the fractal dimension. This is quite different from eq. (35) where the b value is a function of the fractal dimension but not of the number of asperities. Kato (2004) uses rate and state-dependent friction to describe velocity-weakening friction on asperities surrounded by areas of velocity-strengthening friction and then uses a numerical method to study the failure of a single asperity and the interaction between two asperities. It is also possible to use a stochastic characterization of spatial heterogeneity on the fault with autocorrelation functions for slip (Mai & Beroza 2002) or stress (Ripperger et al. 2007) .
Ben -Zion & Rice (1993) and Ben-Zion (1996) investigate numerical simulations of seismicity that include quasi-static interaction between rectangular cells on the fault. The rectangular cells are much larger than the asperities of the present study, having dimensions of several hundred metres to several kilometres, and both systematic and random variations in cell properties are used. They find that for smalland moderate-sized earthquakes the magnitude-frequency statistics are of the Gutenberg-Richter type, but for large events these statistics follow a characteristic earthquake pattern. Pollitz (2009) follows a similar approach with the addition of a viscoelastic lower crust and mantle plus multiple faults and obtains similar results with respect to the magnitude-frequency statistics. This study only finds the Gutenberg-Richter type of statistic, but only small events are simulated and it is possible that the characteristic earthquake style of seismicity may occur when simulations for larger events that involve the entire crust are performed.
Using a model fairly similar to that of this study, Chen & Sammis (2003) consider the failure of a single asperity and also a tightly clustered group of asperities. For a single asperity they obtain, the scaling relationshipũ a ∝ M 1/6 o that is identical to that of this study, but for a group of asperities they obtain markedly different results that disagree with the data plotted in Fig. 9 . The reason for this disagreement is uncertain, but differences between the two approaches include their simulation of failure with a quasi-static numerical method as opposed to the dynamic analytical method used in this study.
The development of the asperity model so far has concentrated on an explanation for the small repeating earthquakes that provided its motivation, but larger events will have to be considered in the next phase of development. From a consideration of the studies listed in the preceding four paragraphs, it is clear that this next phase should include realistic crustal variations in material properties, free surface effects, possible variations in model parameters and viscoelastic effects. These additional types of heterogeneity will undoubtedly add further complexity to the model, and this may lead to some of the same phenomena that are described above for previous studies using different models and approaches.
A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S
The earthquake data in Fig. 2 
A P P E N D I X A : S TAT I C S O L U T I O N F O R A S I N G L E A S P E R I T Y
The foundation for the asperity model of an earthquake is the solution for slip deficit and stress that develops prior to the time that failure is initiated. The time variation of this problem is driven by the tectonic force that typically has an extremely slow rate of metres per century, so it is possible to solve the problem in a quasi-static manner. Thus time is fixed at some value t and not treated as a variable.
Consider the boundary value problem depicted in Fig. 1 when the slip deficit has reached a value u a and note that with a single asperity there is no loss in generality by taking ψ = 0. The mixed boundary conditions are that on the asperity the slip deficit is a constant
while the traction on the fault plane outside the asperity vanishes Kassir (1968) shows how this external crack problem can be solved in ellipsoidal coordinates. Let F(χ , ) and E(χ , ) be the Legendre elliptic integrals of the first and second kind (Byrd & Friedman 1954) and define
and
Then the solution for traction on the fault plane inside the asperity boundary is
The average traction on the asperity is
The solution for slip deficit on the plane z = 0 outside the asperity is
witḣ
There is also a small displacement u z both inside and outside the asperity, but this does not play a role in the earthquake solution and will not be considered further.
As outlined in this appendix, the shadow boundary and static moment tensor can be obtained either with numerical methods or approximate analytical expressions, and these two approaches were compared over a fairly complete range of u a , a and ζ . In general, the relative errors in the radius of the approximate shadow boundary and the approximate static moment are largest for small u a , large a and ζ ≈ π/2. These relative errors can reach values as large as 0.1 for both the radius of the approximate shadow boundary and the static moment for u a = 0.01 m and a = 0.98. However, for u a ≥ 0.1 m such errors are always less than 10 −3 for the shadow boundary and always less than 10
for the static moment. The relative errors in the approximate results are less in the case of a circular asperity than in the case of an elliptical asperity.
A P P E N D I X B : DY N A M I C S O L U T I O N F O R A S I N G L E A S P E R I T Y
In Johnson & Nadeau (2005) , a numerical solution for the dynamic failure of a circular asperity approximated by a square is obtained using the boundary integral method. It is found that failure begins at one side, proceeds around the perimeter in both directions to the other side and then proceeds inward to the centre of the asperity. This result agrees with the findings of Das & Kostrov (1983) for a more detailed modelling of a circular asperity using a numerical boundary integral method. Based on these two studies, an estimate of the time for failure to initiate on all parts of a circular asperity is
The dynamic failure of an elliptical asperity is investigated by Das & Kostrov (1985) using the same method as in their earlier paper. They find that failure always begins on the boundary of the asperity where it intercepts the major axis, which coincides with the location of the maximum stress intensity factor as pointed out in Appendix A. The most straightforward type of failure process uncovered in their study is one where failure began at one end of the asperity and then sweeps to the other end at a nearly constant velocity. In this case, eq. (B1) also provides a reasonable estimate of the failure time for an elliptical asperity.
It should be pointed out that a variety of different failure processes are observed in the numerical results of Das & Kostrov (1985) . One case of interest is failure beginning at one end of the elliptical asperity and then jumping to the other end leaving the centre region intact. In terms of the results given in Appendix A, this type of failure is possible when the critical stress intensity factor falls between the maximum stress intensity factor for a ellipse with axes (r a , r b ) and that for a circle with radius r b u a
Although more complicated failure processes of an elliptical asperity such as this are possible, they fall beyond the level of this study and thus will not be considered further. Based on the preceding considerations, an estimate in the frequency domain of the average slip velocity on the asperity during failure iṡ
This result assumes that failure begins at time t = 0 and reaches all parts of the asperity by time t = t ra with the average slip velocity being approximately constant in the intervening interval and the total amount of slip during this interval being the slip deficit u a . It also includes the observation of Johnson & Nadeau (2005, Appendix B) that once failure has been initiated, slip motion for any point on the asperity is approximately that of a damped harmonic oscillator with natural frequency f oa and damping (fraction of critical) η a . With the slip velocity function given in eq. (B3), estimates of the non-zero elements of the dynamic moment rate tensor in the frequency domain for the asperity arė
Turning now to the dynamic failure of the shadow region, the numerical calculations of Johnson & Nadeau (2005) find that failure of the asperity produces a slip pulse that propagates out over the shadow region releasing the accumulated slip deficit. The velocity of this slip pulse in the direction of mode II failure is greater than β and in the direction of mode III failure it is less than β. Letting v r2 and v r3 denote these two velocities, it is suggested that the static solutions of eq. (A9) be generalized to approximate dynamic solutions for slip velocity in the frequency domain given bẏ 
w yxn (x, y, t) =v yx (r n , φ n − ψ n , t) − [v xy (r n , φ n − ψ n , t) +v yx (r n , φ n − ψ n , t)] sin 2 (ψ n ) + [v xx (r n , φ n − ψ n , t) −v yy (r n , φ n − ψ n , t)] sin(ψ n ) cos(ψ n ) ,
w yyn (x, y, t) =v yy (r n , φ n − ψ n , t) + [v xx (r n , φ n − ψ n , t) −v yy (r n , φ n − ψ n , t)] sin 2 (ψ n )
+ [v xy (r n , φ n − ψ n , t) +v yx (r n , φ n − ψ n , t)] sin(ψ n ) cos(ψ n ) .
Here the expressions forv xx (r, φ, t) . . .v yy (r, φ, t) represent the inverse Fourier transforms of eq. (B8) or (B9).
With N asperities present, the slip deficit velocity at any point (x, y) may be reduced by the shielding effects of near by asperities so eq. (6) must be modified to reaḋ u x (x, y, t) =ḋ ẇ xxn (x, y, t) u xan (t) +ẇ xyn (x, y, t) u yan (t) ,
u y (x, y, t) =ḋ ẇ yxn (x, y, t) u xan (t) +ẇ yyn (x, y) u yan (t) ,
where the shadow region for multiple asperities is now defined by 
u yam (t) =ḋ 
where the sum explicitly accounts for the fact that an asperity cannot shield itself. These equations for the slip deficit velocity at the centres of the asperities could be solved by transforming to the frequency domain and solving the system for each frequency, but imposing failure criteria is inconvenient with this approach. Another approach is to solve the equations in an incremental manner. The basic idea is to divide the time axis into a number of intervals and assume that the slip deficit velocities are constant within these intervals so they can be approximated bẏ
where H (t) is the unit step function, t is an appropriate time interval and the total duration for this representation is t = 0 → I t. In a similar manner let the slip velocities at the centres of the asperities be approximated bẏ
Now assume that all of theu (i) 
These equations are now in the form of a linear system of 2N equations of the form
with 
. . .
and where the notation w ..mn = (x m , y m , t j ) w ..n (x m , y m , t j − t j−1 ) has been used. The solution of this square linear system of equations is straightforward. The approach outlined above leads to estimates ofu ( j) .an andḋ ( j) .an for n = 1, . . . , N , and the entire process can then be repeated to obtaiṅ u ( j+1) .an ,u ( j+2) .an , . . . ,u (I ) .an andḋ ( j+1) .an ,ḋ ( j+2) .an , . . . ,ḋ (I ) .an . The solution process is started with all of the u (1) .an = d (1) .an = 0. Then for the first few time increments there will be no interaction between the asperities and no failures of asperities so that for every asperitẏ 
and this gives a proper start to the incremental solution process. Having determinedu (i) an andḋ (i) an for i = 1, . . . , I and n = 1, . . . , N , eqs (C9) and (C10) can be used to obtain the general solutions for slip deficit velocityu an (t) and slip velocityḋ an (t) at the centres of the asperities. If desired, these can be integrated to obtain the slip deficit and slip.
Given the solution for the centres of the asperities, the solution for parts of the fault plane outside the asperities is obtained from eq. (C6) for the slip deficit velocitẏ u x (x, y, t) = − (x, y, t) N n=1 ẇ xxn (x, y, t) u xan (t) +ẇ xyn (x, y, t) u yan (t) ,
u y (x, y, t) = − (x, y, t) N n=1 ẇ yxn (x, y, t) u xan (t) +ẇ yyn (x, y) u yan (t) ,
and for the slip velocitẏ d x (x, y, t) =ḋ 
When the shielding eqs of (C11) are solved for a time interval during which there is failure of one or more asperities, some of theḋ ( j) .am will be non-zero. In that case, the total slip on asperity m during the time interval t = 0 → I t is 
